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PMTrader Simulation

Asset Management

Apply Fund 

Weighting

Fund 1

50%

Portfolio Managers: Individuals take the role of

Portfolio Managers to manage a fund of $20mn.

Beyond their own portfolio, they will be assigning

fund weightings in every session, as their P&L

contributes to a more diversified Fund of Funds.

The following pages contain global macro

economic research for you to use to make

investment decisions during the Asset

Management Simulation.

After an initial lecture on asset management, and

the objectives of the day, the simulation begins

and is divided into four sessions for participants to

experience trading and managing a multi-asset

portfolio across four financial quarters.

Participants will gain a unique practical

experience of how portfolios are structured, as

well as the way markets are impacted by global

macro-economic events and geopolitics.

Fund 2

33%
Fund 3

17%

Fund of Funds



US | Macro Overview

Looking at recent employment trends the 4

week average of Initial Jobless Claims has

fallen to a three year low and the ISM

Manufacturing and Non-Manufacturing

employment components continue to improve

(with the latter reaching its best levels in 5

years). Household balance sheets are also

getting stronger; this is highlighted by the ratio

of consumer credit (non-mortgage debt) to

household expenditure having fallen to its

lowest level in nearly a decade. Therefore, we

do not feel that the savings ratio needs to

improve much further which means if wage

growth materialises then it should result in

more spending on the high street.

Economic Outlook

As we start the new year balance sheets of US

corporations remain very healthy due to

aggressive streamlining during the last

recession. Companies are still preferring not to

re-hire and this coupled with an economic

recovery that is now more than 12-months old

has lead to the fourth biggest annual increase

in productivity in 60 years. Our view is that

continued economic growth this year can finally

kick start the recovery in the labour market.

We predict a solid start to the year for the U.S. Dollar as we see a return to ‘normal’ economic conditions in the

U.S. We think positive U.S. economic data in conjunction with a low level of inflation and continued stimulus

represents a bullish scenario for U.S. equities. We advise to buy the dips throughout the year with an end of year

target for the S&P of key long-term resistance at 1,440



EUROPE | Macro Overview

Decisive action is required sooner rather than

later. Further delays will lead to an escalation

of the crisis and we assign a 25% likelihood of

Spain requiring a bailout and a 10% chance of

political uncertainty leading to an Italian bailout

in the year ahead. Although not the most

probable outcome, these events could lead to

catastrophic consequences for the continued

recovery in global growth. However,

notwithstanding these risks, we expect

European equity indices to continue the recent

rally into the end of last year.

Economic Outlook

Our overall view is that the export driven German

economy will continue to see strong performance

which can offset some of the austerity lead

weakness in southern European countries.

However, the backdrop to this is that the

European debt crisis can still worsen significantly

and remains the undisputed biggest risk to the

global economy in the coming 12-months. EU

Leaders unsuccessfully met seven times last

year, each time being unable to create a

permanent mechanism to deal with the debt

woes in the Euro-zone, a situation that has

resulted in Europe’s economic recovery

continuing to lag that of the US.

One further factor for markets to focus on in the coming months is European inflation which ticked up above the

ECB’s 2% target rate at the end of last year. This is a situation the ECB will be monitoring very closely, which

may lead to some policy action in an attempt to contain upside inflationary pressures.



JAPAN | Macro Overview

Another concern for the sustainability of GDP

growth is the fact that the Japanese

Manufacturing PMI dropped back into

contractionary territory, below 50, in the

second half of last year. 12-months ago

Japan’s export orientated economy received a

post recession boost mainly due to a powerful

boost in demand from China as the People’s

Bank of China delivered a large stimulus

package. However, Chinese rates are now

rising, due to high inflation, as well as a

continued sluggish rebound in Europe. This

has resulted in Japanese manufacturers

seeing less demand.

Economic Outlook

Whilst GDP growth has rebounded since the

recession, inflation remains stubbornly in

negative territory. This is largely being blamed

on the strength of the Yen versus the US Dollar

with the Yen pushing to a 15-year high into the

end of last year. It remains to be seen as to

whether the BoJ has the appetite to take any

further interventionary action after they cut

interest rates by 0.1% in recent months. This

took the benchmark interest rate to zero and so

it would seem interest rate ammunition has

been exhausted for now.

It is our view that any further strengthening in the Yen in the first half of next year would most likely damage

sentiment further. We maintain a negative bias as a result of GDP growth slowing, Manufacturing PMIs below

50, persistent deflation and no interest rate ammunition left.



CHINA | Macro Overview

So amid an uncertain outlook, our view is that

China missed an opportunity last month to

squeeze through another interest rate hike.

For now 5% inflation is just about acceptable,

7 or 8 percent would need monetary tightening

irrespective of the growth headwinds this

would present. We feel exchange rate

appreciation as well as further interest rate

rises should be consistently implemented in

each quarter in the year ahead. Therefore,

although growth in China is expected to

continue to comfortably outpace that of the

US, we see more potential road bumps ahead

for the region and expect the Australian Dollar

to retrace some of the gains seen last year.

Economic Outlook

We expect upward inflation trends to dominate

economic conditions in Asia in the year ahead

with year-on-year CPI levels powering above

5% in China and 8% in India. Adding to price

pressures is the fact that over the last 12-

months we have seen a 16% increase in global

mergers and acquisitions, as money continues

to move from the developed to the developing

world. Investors are closely monitoring central

bank communications with some expecting

monetary policy tightening in the months

ahead. However, some investors are more

cautious due to worries that raising rates further

may damage GDP growth.

Commodity Outlook

Gold: Prices trended strongly higher for the whole of last year with the market hitting a multi-decade high at

$1,400 just last week. Inflation pressures and safe haven demand were responsible for driving the upward trend.

Oil: After a mixed year oil prices finally pushed higher and broke above $90 last week to finish the year on a

high. Demand and supply are broadly balanced as we enter into the new year.


